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A unique, fantasy land coloring bookâ€¦ Enter into The Mystical Lands of Uchana, where you will
discover enchanted locations and hidden habitats at every turn of the page. Travel to different sites
on the Uchana map, while pausing along the way to add the colors that will magically bring each
scene to life. This delightful, fantasy-themed coloring book contains twenty-four hand-drawn
illustrations; each drawing appears twice. This provides the opportunity to use a different color
scheme or different media on the second copy. Pages are printed on one side only, so that virtually
any media may be used. It is recommended to insert a blotter paper beneath the page you are
coloring.
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Check out my review on youtube. Pictures in this book are the best in any coloring book i have seen
thus far. Very cute, well done drawings. Paper quality is not that great but even with that, i would
recommend buying this book if nothing else just for the illustrations.

I bought this book because I was intrigued by the fact that it seemed to be an imaginary landâ€¦I
found that the illustrations tie into the map of this imaginary world. Iâ€™m new at coloring â€“ Iâ€™ve
seen beautiful pictures posted online by adult colorists with excellent shading and highlights. Iâ€™ve
never been very good at the shading part, however, in this book, the artist has included a small
amount of shading in the images, which actually assists me in knowing where and how to do my

shading. This is helping me to learn to properly shade and highlight. I also like that fact that there
are some simplistic pictures, and other very detailed pictures. I can choose whatever I am in the
mood for. I would highly recommend this book for both new and advanced colorists!

The attention to detail is fabulous. I bought this for my Daughter, and my Wife picked it up and
started coloring it in. Thank goodness she includes 2 copies of each picture, so my Daughter can
color the second set. I suggested they each do one set and then we will see who does a better job.
Lol.I found myself looking through all the pictures being amazed at all the little details. My eyes
never ran out of things to look at.Thanks for a great coloring book!!!

I'm not usually into adult coloring books as the subject matter doesn't usually grab me. However as
soon as I saw this book I knew I had to have it. This is a book that propels me back to all of my
childhood fantasies. It is more intricate than most coloring books out there, and that is why I fell in
love with it. I love the celtic feel and all of the secret hidden worlds. If you want something out of the
ordinary, grab this book!

No other adult coloring book like this one! Amazing art and exquisite detail. All hand drawn! Support
our local artists! This would make a great birthday gift, a gift for an art teacher, mother, college
student, and anyone who has an eye for unique art. ONLY UNDER $10 buck!!!
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